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On the territory of Kazakstan there has been accumulated a large amount of radioactive waste (RW) dangerous
for environment and people's health as a result of the development of metal mining and uranium production industries,
atomic power engineering and 40 year long nuclear peaceful and military tests.

The nature of RW creation on Kazakstan territory is different. Ones were accumulated in the course of radioac-
tive ore exploration and extraction as heaps of hidden and mined rocks and beyond balance ores as well as slags and
tails in the course of their processing. Others were accumulated as ground, boring equipment, machines contaminated
with ccsium-137, strontium-90 and other elements at the places of nuclear tests conduction; the third ones - as spent
nuclear fuel of operating reactors; the fourth - as ampoule sources of ionizing radiation (AS1R) used in different indus-
trial fields.

Systematic study of RW quantitative and qualitative characteristics on Kazakstan territory began in 1993 and it
relates to creation of RK National Nuclear Center and RK Atomic Energy Agency.

Specialists of the said and other organizations in tandem work on determination of total RW quantity, their cate-
gory, determination of RW regional accumulation place, data collection system and temporary or constant burial place.

By 1998 research found out that the following RW quantity (m3) were accumulated and are subject to be buried:
• In the course of operating reactors operation - 62400;
• In the course of ionizing radiation source usage in different fields of production - 50;
• Part of plutonium contaminated ground at Semipalatinsk Test Site (STS) - 5000.

Total volume of such wastes is 67450 m"\

At "Baikal-1" stand complex of the Institute of Atomic Energy (IAE) in January 1995 there was put into opera-
tion the first section of technological complex on receiving and storing of ampoule sources of ionizing radiation
(ASIR). Their total quantity that operates at Kazakstan organizations and enterprises exceeds 80 000 pieces. 20 000
pieces of them are subject to burial.

KAZGIPROGRAD Institute developed repository design involving IAE NNC RK specialists.

One of the most crucial problems for Republic of Kazakstan is to bury accumulated RW and RW that are being
accumulated on Kazakstan territory.

For selecting RW burial place on the territory of our Republic in 1997-1999 within the project of Directorate
General of XI European Commission No.: C-3/ ETU/ 1169 including participation of NNC and AEC RK and German
enterprises "Consulting und Engineering" GmbH and "Stoller Ingeniertechnik" there was conducted cooperative work
on evaluating whether Degelen and Azgir sites can be possible sites for RW burial. Selection of these sites was not
random. As at Degelen (STS) so in Azgir group nuclear explosions were conducted. There are areas contaminated with
explosion products, ready mine openings in the shape of tunnels and underground cavities and, also, there are transport,
power and other communications that can be used as a basis for developing RW burial system infrastructure.
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